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A Complicated Reef:
The Relationship Between
a Representation and
the Represented Phenomenon
Tony E. Adams

In this study, I describe the relationship between the Florida Aquarium’s representation
of a coral reef and the live reef that served as the model for the representation.
I specifically illustrate how naming practices complicate the aquarium’s stated purpose of
environmental education. I conclude by suggesting ways the aquarium and other pro-
environmental facilities can better manage environmental representation.
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Facilities such as zoos, aquaria, and wildlife parks serve as significant sources of

information about the environment (Davis, 1997; Desmond, 1999; Hollinshead, 2009;

Milstein, 2009; Mitman, 1996). Willis (1999) argued that zoos, in particular, categorize

and exhibit animals in order to ‘‘produce desired outcomes in terms of pedagogy and

spectatorship’’ (p. 671), and Strand (2005) suggested that aquaria help people ‘‘love

fish’’ (p. 16). Such facilities attempt to cultivate pro-environment attitudes in visitors

and try to teach people about the importance of animals and ecosystems outside of

these places (Forgan, 2005).
While zoos, aquaria, and wildlife parks do beneficial work for human!environment

relations, they can also represent animals and ecosystems in complicated and unrea-

listic ways. For instance, what happens if visitors, after visiting a representation of an
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ecosystem in an aquarium, develop unrealistic expectations about an ecosystem that
exists outside of the aquarium*an ecosystem that aquarium authorities claim they
want to protect?

In this essay, I interrogate this question and specifically describe the disconnect
between the Florida Aquarium’s representation of a coral reef and the live reef that served
as the model for the representation. In so doing, I illustrate how an aquarium’s use of
‘‘pointing and naming’’ can impact the ‘‘material-symbolic human relations with nature’’
(Milstein, 2011, p. 4), and I show how naming practices can complicate the aquarium’s
stated purpose of environmental education. I conclude by suggesting ways the aquarium
and other pro-environmental facilities can better manage environmental representation.

Representations and the Phenomena Represented

Numerous researchers have discerned relationships between representations and the
phenomena represented. Jamie, an interviewee from one of my previous research
projects (Adams, 2005), argued that filmic representations of Italy constitute, for her,
how the region defined as ‘‘Italy’’ could look and feel. Zeke, another interviewee from
the project, said that many televised representations of the outdoors encourage him
to erroneously think that the outdoors is tame, clean, and ‘‘like a Monet painting.’’

Neumann (1999) demonstrated how representations of the Grand Canyon frame
visitors’ interactions with the area defined as the ‘‘Grand Canyon.’’ Makagon (2004)
described how representations of Times Square influence embodied experiences of the
space. Archer (2004) argued that Walt Disney World’s representation of Old Faithful
creates a ‘‘double alienation’’ in comparison to the live geyser, an Old Faithful that a
person can only experience at Walt Disney World, one in which the ‘‘really ‘wild’ bits’’
are ‘‘safely edited out’’ (p. 64). And Trujillo (1993) illustrated how representations of
John F. Kennedy’s assassination site ‘‘constitute a more ‘authentic’ reality than the
‘actual’ reality they were thought to reproduce’’ (p. 451).

Oravec (1981) described how representations of environments can impact the
environments represented. In particular, she argued that John Muir’s writings in
Century magazine motivated readers to protect distant and unknown areas. In Oravec’s
example, the relationship between the representation and the phenomena represented
is apparent: Muir’s texts, by representing regions people could not physically visit,
helped preserve these regions.

While Oravec (1981) illustrated the ability of representations to cultivate environ-
mental concern, Berger (1992) described a disadvantage of representation. In dis-
cussing the relationship between a live animal and its toy representation, he suggested
that a person might assess the live animal as boring and disappointing if it does not live
up to its unrealistic and entertaining toy-like qualities. Consequently, the person may
abandon, harm, or negatively evaluate the live animal.

A representation can come to seem as more real, authentic, and ideal than the
phenomenon represented (Allison-Bunnell, 1998; Benjamin, 1968). Consider, for
instance, Gadamer’s (2000) observation about how a picture*a representation of a
person*can alter the person’s live, in-person image:
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When he [sic] shows himself, he must fulfill the expectations that his picture
arouses . . . he can no longer avoid being represented by the picture and, because
these representations determine the picture that people have of him, he must
ultimately show himself as his picture prescribes. Paradoxical as it may sound, the
original acquires an image only by being imaged, and yet the image is nothing but
the appearance of the original. (p. 142)

Even though the representation*the picture*begins with or is made possible by the
live person, the representation can motivate others to evaluate the live person in
terms of the representation, evidenced by comments such as ‘‘You don’t look like
your picture’’ or ‘‘You are not photogenic.’’

But what happens if a representation within a pro-environmental facility begins to
appear as more real, authentic, and ideal that the phenomenon represented*a
phenomenon that the facility claims that it wants to protect? Or, more specifically,
what happens if an ecosystem is negatively evaluated because of its picture*its
representation*even though the representation begins with or is made possible by
the ecosystem itself?

Fieldwork at the Florida Aquarium

The Florida Aquarium is a facility that resembles many aquaria in the USA.
Aquarium authorities consider it an ‘‘environmental education center,’’ a place
designed to ‘‘entertain, educate and inspire stewardship about our natural environ-
ment’’ (The Florida Aquarium, n.d., p. 3) and a place where visitors can interact with
over 10,000 plants and animals from ‘‘authentic river, swamp, beach and ocean
settings’’ (Albright, 1995, p. 10). The aquarium has two core exhibits, the Wetlands
and the Coral Reef. It takes approximately two hours to see both exhibits.

From January 2005 to June 2006, I conducted more than 200 hours of fieldwork at
the aquarium. I regularly made field notes of my experience, characteristics of the
exhibits, and topics of conversation in my everyday interactions and at educational
meetings and special events. Having access to the aquarium’s press archives, I also
collected and analyzed newspaper and magazine articles, advertisements, and travel
brochures about the facility.

The focus of this essay stems from one fieldwork experience: I witnessed an
aquarium employee express disappointment about the live coral reef which served as
the model for the aquarium reef because the live reef looked nothing like its
representation. I then wondered: if the aquarium used its representations to cultivate
environmental concern, what happened if these representations had an inverse,
damaging effect on the phenomena represented? I elaborate on this experience and
question in the following section.

The Coral Reef Representation

The reef in the Coral Reef exhibit is not a live reef, but rather a concrete
representation*a ‘‘true replica’’ (Dragonfly Lady, 2009) of a reef found near The
Dry Tortugas, islands near Key West, Florida (Lavin, 1994). The ‘‘museum quality
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artificial reef ’’ resides in a 500,000-gallon tank (Florida Aquarium, p. 17), and has
been constructed to give visitors a glimpse of Tortugas reef life ‘‘available only to
scuba divers’’ (Bleiberg, 1997, p. BB14).

In May 2005 and May 2006, the aquarium sponsored a boat trip to the Dry Tortugas
in order to help people experience the live reef. While only available to certified divers,
the trip was made possible by the relationship between a representation and the
represented phenomenon*by naming one reef, the aquarium reef, as a model of the
Dry Tortugas reef.

Once, at a volunteer meeting, one of the divers (an employee at the aquarium)
spoke about her ‘‘disappointing’’ dive experience: she traveled to find the live reef*
the reef that served as the model for the aquarium’s representation*but, to her
dismay, never could; the live reef, she said, looked nothing like the aquarium reef.
Based on her account, the representation*the aquarium reef*tarnished her search
for and interaction with the phenomenon represented*the Dry Tortugas reef.

The diver is not alone in her evaluation of the aquarium reef. Michaels (2008)
writes about diving into the aquarium’s reef with her nephew who, upon finishing,
said, ‘‘This is better than Mexico.’’ While the aquarium reef has nothing to do with
Mexico, I want to emphasize the positive evaluation of the representation and the
nephew’s comparison to a region outside of the aquarium (e.g., Mexico).

With the exception of being labeled as from the ‘‘Dry Tortugas,’’ the aquarium reef
does not point toward a specific set of referents, i.e., to reef characteristics visitors can
find outside of the venue (hence, the diver’s disappointment on her search for the live
reef). And so, I ask: What if a representation at the aquarium came to appear as better
and more enticing than the region from which it was modeled*the region the aqua-
rium explicitly wants to protect? How might a pro-environment facility accom-
modate any disconnect between representations and the represented phenomena?

Balancing Specificity and Ambiguity in the Coral Reef Representation

Language fluctuates between abstractness (e.g., fish) and specificity (e.g., 6-foot
carp). As Milstein (2011) observed, there are times when specificity helps promote
identification, e.g., the naming of particular orca whales. However, abstractness and
not naming can promote identification as well, e.g., using ‘‘strategic ambiguity’’*
that is, intentionally making a message vague so that the message could appeal to a
variety of audiences (Eisenberg, 2006).

In terms of the coral reef representation, I would encourage aquarium authorities
to use less specificity and make better use of strategic ambiguity. For instance, why
must the aquarium name the coral reef exhibit as one modeled after a live reef near
the Dry Tortugas? The explicit naming practice makes a specific referent possible as
well as constitutes how the (live) Tortugas reef might look and feel.

Furthermore, such naming has encouraged humans to seek out*travel to*the
live reef, travel that could harm the represented ecosystem. While my concern in this
essay is to highlight an adverse relationship between the aquarium’s representation of
the reef and the Dry Tortugas reef, the practice of taking people to the Dry Tortugas
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reef is a detrimental act. One way to care for coral reefs is to not visit them;
the human presence at live reefs is one reason why coral reefs are disappearing. By
taking people to the represented reef, the aquarium participates in another anti-
environmental act: the discourse of the facility points toward protecting the
represented reef, but the facility also takes visitors to see it. Milstein (2009) made
a similar observation about zoos and conservation, arguing that ‘‘better places’’ or
conditions of conservation ‘‘would keep animals away from people’’ (p. 31).
I recognize that the more specifically named representation can increase the ability
for a visitor to identify with the represented phenomenon, but I believe that naming
and specificity can harm, too. As such, aquarium authorities might benefit from only
saying that the reef is a representation of an unidentified coral reef and, in so doing,
allow audiences to determine their own reef referents.

I also learned that many of the fish at the aquarium could not live outside of the
facility; used to the domesticated space, the fish have evolved differently than those
found in ecosystems outside of the facility. Like the sheep at Old Sturbridge Village in
Massachusetts (Rosen, 2000) or the fish at the Monterey Bay Aquarium (Desmond,
1999), some of the represented fish at the Florida Aquarium exist only there and
nowhere else. Strand (2005) made a similar observation about the Tennessee
Aquarium (Chattanooga) in that the facility represents life from the Tennessee River
ecosystem, an ecosystem that human-made dams and reservoirs have destroyed.
According to Strand, the Tennessee Aquarium educates visitors about a ‘‘body of
water that no longer exists’’ (p. 18). In these examples, a visitor to these facilities
might be exposed to too much specificity (e.g., the Tennessee River ecosystem)
and/or to animals and ecosystems which have no referent outside of these supposed
pro-environment places.

Conclusion

The Florida Aquarium is not apolitical. As a business in the service of environmental
education, it must function first and foremost as a business: it must exhibit
interesting material with which visitors want to interact. The aquarium must
continuously improve upon, beautify, and maintain visually enticing exhibits in order
to keep a continuous flow of customers.

The Florida Aquarium also accomplishes good things in terms of environmental
education and conservation. Employees frequently expressed concern about environ-
mental protection, and I regularly learned about animal species, conservation
practices, and activities the aquarium did to protect animals and regions outside of
the facility. Furthermore, since writing this essay, the Aquarium has initiated a ‘‘coral
propagation’’ project in which scientists use the facilities to reproduce and restore
damaged coral around the Dry Tortugas reef (The Florida Aquarium, 2010). This is
commendable endeavor, but again it keeps the aquarium reef-Tortugas reef
relationship alive. As such, I proceed with caution on praising the Aquarium’s efforts.

I recognize that I foreground one person’s response to one exhibit in one particular
aquarium, but I use the response to illustrate the harm a representation could have on
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the phenomenon represented. While I want to further investigate the ways in which

visitor expectations are generated and whether some people are more susceptible to

misrepresentation than others, I use the diver’s response to show why we must

continue to attend, vigilantly, to the symbolic possibilities of environmental repre-

sentations, especially those found in pro-environment facilities.
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